Thermally Driven Inhibition of Superconducting Vortex Avalanches
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Complex systems close to their critical state can exhibit abrupt transitions—avalanches—between their metastable states. It is a challenging task to understand the mechanism of the avalanches and control their behavior. Here, we investigate microwave stimulation of avalanches in the so-called vortex matter of type-II superconductors—a system of interacting Abrikosov vortices close to the critical (Bean) state. Our main finding is that the avalanche incubation strongly depends on the excitation frequency, a completely unexpected behavior observed close to the so-called depinning frequencies. Namely, the triggered vortex avalanches in Pb superconducting films become effectively inhibited approaching the critical temperature or critical magnetic field when the microwave stimulus is close to the vortex depinning frequency. We suggest a simple model explaining the observed counterintuitive behaviors as a manifestation of the strongly nonlinear dependence of the driven vortex core size on the microwave excitation intensity. This paves the way to controlling avalanches in superconductor-based devices through their nonlinear response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Control over stability of vortex matter in type-II superconducting films and materials is essential for a broad range of current and future potential applications. Penetration of magnetic flux in the form of vortex avalanches is the most harmful for the real devices ranging from microwave resonators, bolometers, superconducting quantum interference devices, or superconducting tapes (see, e.g., Ref. [1]).

In general, an avalanche is an apparently unpredictable abrupt transition between two metastable states. Snow avalanches [2], sand avalanches, and woodquakes [3] are some widely known examples of such events in natural systems. Avalanches in interacting networks of strongly nonlinear dynamical nodes are currently considered the main fundamental mechanisms describing biological information processing [4,5].

The avalanches widely explored in physics and technology [6–8] can interfere in the operation of many devices. An example is magnetic avalanches in superconducting resonators [1], implemented in a wide range of systems from quantum bits to devices for research in astrophysics. These avalanches manifest themselves as spontaneous penetrations of magnetic flux in the bulk of the superconductor [9,10]. The number of applications based on superconductors increases, and with the important role these devices will play in technology [11], safe operation becomes crucially important.

According to the model based on thermomagnetic instabilities [12], an avalanche is triggered by a thermal fluctuation (hot spot), which facilitates more flux motion toward the hot place, with a subsequent heat release. Under quasiequilibrium conditions, the avalanches can also be triggered by microwave pulses [13,14] or ac signals at near resonant frequencies of superconducting cavities [1]. The situation is somewhat different with a broadband microwave (MW) field sweep, with avalanches triggered at different depinning frequencies due complicated local vortex pinning potentials [15].

It is a great challenge to control avalanche processes [16,17]. In superconductors, the most common ways to control the fast flux instabilities were through nanomorphology [18] or optimization of the heat transfer through coating a superconducting film with a metal layer [19]. Here, we propose a means of avalanche control using the intrinsic nonlinear MW response of the fundamental units forming the network, superconductor vortices. Such nonlinearity has been recently identified through microwave-stimulated superconductivity due to the presence of vortices [20].

We report a completely unexpected effect: it turns out that the application of microwaves at frequencies close to the vortex depinning frequencies inhibits avalanches. We attribute this effect to a nonlinear dependence of the core size of a dynamically driven vortex on its velocity. This effect allows one to engineer the avalanche behavior, at least to some extent.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We study thin films of Pb with a thicknesses of 60 and 70 nm. These thicknesses are well below the critical value
ensuring type-II superconductivity [21]. In what follows, we present data only from the 70-nm film, since the results observed in both samples are similar. Details in the sample growth have been reported before [20]. The measurements have been done in a variable temperature Janis helium cryostat with a superconducting magnet to apply static magnetic fields. The microwave signal is supplied by a gold coplanar waveguide (CPW). The microwave signal is generated and detected by a network analyzer that carries it to the CPW. More details about this system and the measurement procedure can be found in Ref. [20]. The presence of avalanches is detected as jumps in the normalized transmission parameter $S_{21}$, (we denote this normalized complex quantity as $U = U' + iU''$), measured by the network analyzer [1,15].

In this work, we focus on the dependence of the microwave power required to trigger avalanches as a function of $T$ and $H$. The microwave frequency has been fixed either to values where the transmission parameter follows a flat tendency both in the superconducting and normal phases, or to specific values in which the superconducting phase exhibits a strong dip in the transmission, at the so-called vortex depinning frequencies $f_{DP}$ [15] (Fig. 1). The temperature and magnetic field sweeps are extended up to the values destroying the superconductivity (above $T_c$ or $H_{c2}$), to use them as a reference. We also perform computer simulations of the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equation to propose a model to explain the unusual avalanche behavior with the interplay of vortex displacement and radius under a high-frequency field. This program is described in more detail in Ref. [20]. The results of these simulations are presented with the frequency in units of $f_0 = 96k_B T_c/\pi\hbar$ and field (including the high-frequency MW magnetic field) in units of $H_{c2}$.

### III. RESULTS

Figure 2(a) sketches the experiment. The superconducting film (blue), grown on top of a substrate (dark gray) is in contact with the microwave source (the coplanar waveguide, sketched in yellow). The latter generates a microwave magnetic field (red arrows), incident on the sample, whose parallel-to-the-plane component is shown in the graph in Fig. 2(a). Most of the MW is concentrated close to the strip line, therefore, the high-frequency field exciting the sample is local. This suggests that the avalanches would most probably be generated near the strip line (light blue lines).

Our previous study demonstrated the presence of a set of vortex depinning frequencies in type-II superconducting films [15]. The present experiments aim on the study of these jumps as a function of applied microwave power, for a set of frequencies. The applied field is the remanent one after saturating at 1000 Oe and going back to zero field. In Fig. 2(b), an example of these jumps is presented for a 70-nm-thick Pb film. Depending on the direction of the power sweep (from the minimum to the maximum value, blue line, or vice versa, red) the jumps appear at different powers. This indicates that the release of an avalanche is influenced by the “history” of the previously released ones. However, at the lowest (or highest) microwave powers, $|S_{21}|$ is at the same value, indicating that the global superconducting state is equivalent after all these avalanche events. Thus, a “hysteretic” behavior in microwave power evidences the importance of thermal effects in avalanches. Additionally, they show clearly the reproducibility of the power-dependent transmission, so that the jumps in microwave permeability are fully controlled by the applied frequency and MW power. We have not observed substantial changes in the shape of power-dependent permeability on the sweep rate varied between 1 and 10 dBm/s.

Our main findings are presented in Figs. 3(a)–3(d), where we compare a power and temperature sweep of the normalized transmission parameter at 20.2 GHz (a),(c) and 7.5 GHz (b),(d). One notices the previously mentioned [Fig. 2(b)] jumps as steps in the 2D color plot of microwave permeability evident in Fig. 3(a). Moreover, one clearly observes that for temperatures approaching $T_c$ (7.2 K) this...
jump requires less MW power to occur. That is in agreement with the expected thermally driven avalanche behavior, since higher temperatures favor the entrance of magnetic flux and enhance the vortex mobility. The corresponding differential plot (derivative with respect to temperature) shown in Fig. 3(c) helps us to observe both the main avalanche (splitting into several approaching $T_c$). All the avalanches observed outside the vicinities of the depinning frequencies show similar temperature dependences. The critical MW power for triggering an avalanche monotonously decreases while approaching $T_c$.

Figure 3(b) shows the same measurements as Fig. 3(a), but close to one of the vortex depinning frequencies, $f_{DP} = 7.5$ GHz. One clearly observes an unexpected temperature dependence of the critical MW power. Approaching $T_c$, within some temperature range (around 6 K for the lowest powers, and around 5 K for the strongest ones) the expected tendency of decreasing critical power inverts. The closer one approaches $T_c$, the more power is required to trigger the avalanches. We shall further refer to this effect as thermally driven avalanche inhibition (TDAI).

There is no simple relationship between the MW frequency and the presence or absence of the TDAI. A careful examination of the power-temperature and power-field sweeps shows that each time the inversion of the normal tendency to the anomalous one happens, it takes place in a range of temperatures where there is a visible maximum in microwave losses $U''$ (see Fig. 4). The peak in MW losses close to the $T_c$ is known to originate from the enhanced vortex mobility [20,22].

A careful examination of the power-temperature and power-field sweeps shows that each time the inversion of the normal tendency to the anomalous one happens, it takes place in a range of temperatures where there is a visible maximum in microwave losses $U''$ (see Fig. 4). The peak in MW losses close to the $T_c$ is known to originate from the enhanced vortex mobility [20,22].

FIG. 3. Microwave stimulated avalanches in a 70-nm film at a freezing field of 10 Oe. Part (a) shows $U''$ with expected avalanche behavior vs temperature and power measured at $f = 20.2$ GHz. Part (b) shows $U''$ vs microwave power and temperature at different microwave frequency of $f = 7.5$ GHz. Unexpected avalanche behavior vs temperature, close to a depinning frequency is seen. Parts (c) and (d) are derivatives with respect to temperature of the parts (a) and (b). Color bars show $U''$ and its derivatives in arbitrary units.
temperature dependence could not invert approaching the critical temperature or critical field (see Fig. 5 and further below).

Figure 6(a) presents a magnetic field-driven analog of the TDAI effect, but now studied at a fixed temperature $T = 5 \text{ K}$ and different MW powers at some higher depinning frequency $f_{DP} = 9.225 \text{ GHz}$. Figure 6(c) shows a differential plot ($dU''/dH$) of (a). It allows a more clear detection of avalanches, marked with dots in (a). (d) Different frequency-dependent avalanches close to the depinning frequency of (a).

This should not be surprising, as changing the applied field changes the number of vortices present in the sample and enhances nonequilibrium, which stimulates the avalanche process.

Figure 6(d) shows how critical power needed to stimulate avalanches varies as a function of frequency close to some specific $f_{DP} = 9.225 \text{ GHz}$. At a fixed temperature ($T/T_c = 0.7$) and some small magnetic field ($H = 100 \text{ Oe}$) the MW power needed to trigger avalanches reduces nearly symmetrically with frequency relative to the depinning frequency.

**IV. MODEL AND DISCUSSION**

The experimentally observed unforeseen thermally induced enhanced stability of the vortex avalanches to the external microwave excitation could be understood as a consequence of a counterintuitive dependence of the vortex core size on the MW power and frequency.

Larkin and Ovchinnikov (LO) were the first to point out a strongly nonlinear dependence on the vortex core size on the vortex velocity [23]. They predicted a reduction of the vortex core size as the vortex velocity approaches some critical value. As a consequence of the LO effect, the size of the core of a periodically driven vortex changes in time. In order to understand the experimental results we consider for simplicity three qualitatively different regimes. In the regimes (a) with low or (b) with high MW power

---

**FIG. 5.** (a)–(d) Temperature dependence of microwave susceptibility close to one of the depinning frequencies at freezing field. Color bars show $U''$ in arbitrary units. Different avalanche branches are indicated in gray tones, extracted from a differential analysis. (e) Temperature of the $U''$ peak vs frequency near a depinning frequency, for $P = -20 \text{ dBm}$. Error bars represent the temperature difference between the maximum and the base of the peak (see Fig. 4). (f) Dependence of the peak on temperature, power, and frequency.

**FIG. 6.** (a) Microwave losses $U''$ as a function of applied field and microwave power measured at $T = 0.7T_c$ ($T = 5 \text{ K}$) near depinning frequency $f_{DP} = 9.225 \text{ GHz}$. (b) Cross sections of (a) at different powers, highlighting the peaks in losses near the critical field. (c) Differential plot ($dU''/dH$) of (a). It allows a more clear detection of avalanches, marked with dots in (a). (d) Different frequency-dependent avalanches close to the depinning frequency of (a).
(microwave magnetic field) but outside the vortex depinning regime, the LO effect manifests itself only in the regions of maximal velocity (i.e., close to displacement minima). On the other hand, in the regime (c), which is close to a depinning frequency, the vortices become more mobile. As a result, the LO reduction of vortex core manifests itself during the whole displacement cycle.

To elucidate the physics of the thermally inhibited avalanches in the driven vortex system, following the approach [20], we have simulated the relative changes in the vortex core size with both drive frequency and microwave power. Figure 7 explains the model describing a transition from thermally activated to thermally suppressed vortex avalanches approaching a depinning frequency. Based on the simulation results, we conclude that for the driving frequencies below the depinning frequency and low MW power $P$ local “normal” regions created by the driven vortex do not overlap and are not sufficient to trigger the avalanche process [case (a), marked in yellow]. Note that the depinning frequency $f_{DP}$ plays the role of a critical value above which the core size shrinks under the MW drive [20]. Increasing the MW power, but still below the depinning frequency, enhances the absolute changes in the vortex core size (Fig. 7), inducing the overlap between different extended core areas and triggering the avalanche close to some critical power $P = P_c$ [case (b) in simulations marked in red]. Evidently, such a process is thermally activated, as long as the vortex diameter strongly increases approaching critical temperature $T_c$.

However, close to depinning frequencies and in the temperature region where vortices become depinned (i.e., at temperatures about $T_{DP}$), the LO effect reduces the vortex core ending up in only a small variation in the vortex core size during periodically driven motion [case (c), Fig. 7]. This reduces the probability of the overlap between normal regions and, therefore, the avalanche should be triggered at yet higher applied MW powers for the fixed temperature, exactly as we observe experimentally.

The proposed scenario suggests only the basic mechanism behind the TDAI effect. Specific forms of the normal areas occupied by the MW-driven vortex should depend on the pinning details and thermal energy relaxation rate outside the vortex core. However, once the percolation on the local level between the “hot spots” created by the driven vortices is established, the avalanche could be triggered with high probability. Superconducting vortex avalanches are usually described by a thermomagnetic instability. In this model, the avalanches develop as a result of the heat released due to flux motion leading to enhancement of the local vortex mobility and, correspondingly, further heat release. This positive feedback balanced by heat dissipation towards the substrate results in ultrafast dendritic flux redistributions. Our work shows that (contrary to expectations) close to depinning frequencies the thermal bath energy may inhibit the avalanche processes due to a nonlinear dependence of the vortex core on the microwave field.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have systematically studied the microwave-driven superconducting vortex avalanches at different frequencies and intensities of MW radiation. Both the cases of weak and strong overlap of the vortex cores are investigated. The main finding is that magnetic avalanches in microwave-driven superconducting vortex systems close to depinning frequencies can become more robust to external stimulus. This is in contrast with the usually observed thermal weakening of the avalanche process. A simple model which considers shrinking in size of the microwave-driven vortex qualitatively explains the main observations. The observed effects point towards potential robustness of superconducting devices to stimulated avalanche processes when external drive frequencies are tuned to vortex depinning frequencies.
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